Software product lines (SPLs) and software ecosystems (SECOs) encompass a family of closely related software systems in terms of common and variable assets that are configured to concrete products (variability in space). Over the course of time, variable assets of SPLs and especially SECOs are subject to change in order to meet new requirements as part of software evolution (variability in time). Even though both dimensions of variability have to be handled simultaneously, e.g., as not all customers upgrade their respective products immediately or completely, there currently is no approach that can create variants with a selection of variable assets in various versions. In this paper, we introduce an integrated approach to manage variability in space and time in software families using Hyper Feature Models (HFMs) with feature versions and combine them with an extension of the transformational variability realization mechanism delta modeling. This allows derivation of concrete software systems from an SPL or SECO configuring both functionality (features) as well as versions.
INTRODUCTION
Software product lines [27] (SPLs) and software ecosystems [4] (SECOs) are approaches to handle software families encompassing a set of closely related software systems in terms of common and variable assets. An SPL in the strict sense encompasses a fixed set of (theoretically) a priori known variants (closed variant space) and is maintained by one or few vendors [27, 4] . In contrast, a SECO has multiple di↵er-ent vendors that each develop a part of the variable assets largely independently from one another (e.g., as in Eclipse 1 
or Android
2 ) [4, 19, 34] . As new variable assets may be added, which changes configuration options, not necessarily all possible variants of the SECO are known in advance (open variant space).
Possible configuration options of SPLs and SECOs are captured conceptually as configuration knowledge in variability models, e.g., feature models [17] . A configuration of a feature model is a subset of all features that satisfies the configuration constraints specified implicitly by the feature model and explicitly by cross-tree constraints, e.g., in the form of logical expressions over features. A configuration may then be used as input to a variability realization mechanism, which assembles all relevant realization assets to create a software system as variant of the SPL or SECO. The sum of all the di↵erent configurations of variable functionality constitutes the dimension of variability in space [27, 6] .
Over the course of time, software families and their variable assets have to change to meet new requirements or fix defects as part of software evolution [21] yielding new versions. This adds to the dimension of variability in space (configuration) another dimension for variability in time [27, 6] (evolution). Furthermore, new versions of variable assets introduce dependencies and incompatibilities that have to be integrated into the configuration knowledge. This is especially relevant for SECOs where di↵erent vendors develop variable assets of the software family with frequent and unsynchronized evolution cycles [5, 23, 34] .
To derive variants from an SPL or SECO that contain both variability in space and time, a suitable variant derivation mechanism is required that can assemble realization assets associated with features and their respective versions. This is relevant for SPLs and SECOs as not necessarily all customers of products migrate to the most recent version immediately 1 http://eclipse.org 2 http://android.com or want to upgrade all variable assets at once (e.g., due to budget constraints or internal dependencies on older versions of individual assets). This problem is especially present in SECOs: For one, there is usually no central instance controlling evolution resulting in multiple versions of variable assets with interdependencies. Furthermore, products may be configured directly by users which may yield constellations of feature versions that have not been anticipated explicitly. Hence, a mechanism to express variability in space and time and to incorporate this knowledge into the variant derivation process is required. However, there currently exists no approach to derive variants of software families with both variability in space and time.
In this paper, we present an integrated approach to handle variability in space and time including derivation of variants. We use Hyper Feature Models [37] (HFMs) to represent features with versions and combine them with an extension of the transformational variability mechanism delta modeling [30] as visualized in Figure 1 . It is our explicit goal to handle the evolution of individual variable assets of the software family. We do not handle the case of evolving the variant space spanned by variability in space, especially not when reducing configuration options. Hence, we support the SPL evolution categories of refactoring and generalization from [39] but not specialization or arbitrary edits. However, in contrast to [39] where modifications are defined for feature models, we perform the changes on realization assets. The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we elaborate on HFMs as well as delta modeling and establish that they are a suitable base for handling variability in time as variability model and variability realization mechanism, respectively. In Section 3, we extend and combine these notations to form an integrated approach for managing variability in space and time and deriving variants including feature versions. In Section 4, we demonstrate the applicability of our approach by means of a case study. In Section 5, we elaborate on related work. In Section 6, we discuss design decisions of our approach and in Section 7, we close with a conclusion and an outlook to future work.
EXPRESSING VARIABILITY IN TIME
Even though software evolution and the resulting versions of assets a↵ect software families and their products, no integrated approach exists for modeling and deriving variants with variability in space and time. However, a Hyper Feature Model [37] (HFM) as variability model and delta modeling [30] as variability realization mechanism seem to be a promising basis. In the following sections, we elaborate on both concepts.
Hyper Feature Model as Variability Model
Software evolution yields di↵erent revisions of software systems represented as versions. This e↵ect is also present in SPLs and SECOs, which have explicit configuration knowledge, e.g., captured in a variability model such as a feature model. Di↵erent versions may have to be maintained for compatibility reasons and may introduce dependencies on and incompatibilities with other versions, which makes the notion of variability in time relevant for configuration. However, versions cannot be adequately captured as part of configuration knowledge in common feature models.
To remedy this problem, we have developed Hyper Feature Models [37] (HFMs) and a version-aware constraint language as part of our previous work. In HFMs, each feature specifies multiple feature versions each reflecting one particular state of evolution of the realization assets associated with the feature in that version. Feature versions are arranged along development lines as increments to the predecessor version, which also supports branching. The numbers of feature versions may align with those of related realization assets where possible or use a separate scheme where necessary. Whether a version of a realization asset is made explicitly available on the conceptual level of the HFM mostly depends on whether that revision is made available to customers.
Incompatibilities of a version or dependencies on other versions may be expressed as version-aware constraints in terms of Boolean algebra with a specific extension for feature versions: We use version range restrictions to specify closed intervals of versions (e.g., TurtleBot [1.0 1.1]) and relative version restrictions to specify open intervals (e.g., TurtleBot [ 2.0]) [37] . Furthermore, conditional restrictions preceded with a question mark, are only evaluated if the version restrained feature is actually part of a configuration in order not to accidentally make a feature mandatory through a version-aware constraint [37] . Using a combination of features with and without version restrictions within a single constraint allows specification of interdependencies that cross space and time. Configurations of an HFM include features with exactly one version for each of these features so that the configuration rules imposed by the HFM and the version-aware constraints are satisfied.
An example of an HFM is depicted in Figure 2 for a software family of driver software for the TurtleBot 3 domestic service robot that serves as running example and case study within this paper and our previous work [37] . The driver is decomposed into features according to its configurable functionality. Feature TurtleBot describes core functionality and feature Engine provides control over the wheel drive of the robot. Feature Movement groups various modes of controlling movement of the robot either by remote control with di↵erent input devices (features Keyboard and Gamepad) or autonomously (feature Autonomous). Remote control requires wireless connection to the robot using feature Webservice. Autonomous movement requires presence of an obstacle detection mechanism (feature Detection) realized by the in-built bump sensor (feature Bump) or hardware extensions for infrared (feature Infrared) and ultrasound (feature Ultrasound) as well as arbitrary combinations thereof. Due to the di↵erent hardware configurations of the TurtleBot and the limited resources on the robot (e.g., CPU and battery life), the driver was designed to be configurable in the sense Figure 2 : Graphical representation of the HFM for the TurtleBot driver software with feature versions as configurable elements and version-aware constraints according to [37] .
of an SPL in order to derive custom-tailored variants. The driver has been applied by project groups that each made custom configurable extensions to the driver so that it may furthermore be considered as part of a SECO.
As part of development, multiple changes to features were performed to fix defects and to improve the provided functionality. Furthermore, there has been a change of the hardware the robot is equipped with changing the engine from a modified version of the iRobot Create 4 to an iClebo Kobuki 5 engine with release of the TurtleBot version 2.0 which entailed changes in the driver software as well. These are e↵ects of variability in time that are relevant to configuring products of the driver and, thus, are captured as versions within the HFM depicted in Figure 2 . The respective version dependencies are formulated as version-aware constraints. Maintaining versions of the variable functionality and allowing di↵erent combinations thereof in variants is necessary as not all instances of the driver deployed to multiple TurtleBots are updated simultanously. Furthermore, some of the robots cannot be updated completely, e.g., due to the constraints imposed by the iRobot Create engine. Extensions to individual TurtleBots in hardware and software depend on old versions of some features creating a need for variant derivation including variability in space and time.
Delta Modeling as Variability Realization Mechanism
Delta modeling is an approach to manage variability of software families based on transformations [30] . By means of adding, modifying and removing elements, an existing variant is transformed into another variant of the software family. For this purpose, a source language is extended by a delta language, which specifies various domain-specific transformations called delta operations. A delta module consists of multiple calls to delta operations to alter artifacts of the source language. Furthermore, a delta module may specify an application condition stating under which circumstances it has to be applied, e.g., only if a particular functionality is configured as part of the variant. The expressiveness of delta languages is explicitly limited to only address configuration concerns and, thus, reduce the likelihood of unintentionally damaging system integrity during variant derivation. For example, identifiers of source language assets are usually perceived as being immutable [30] . In order to derive complex variants, delta modules may specify application order constraints stating demands on the order in which the modules have to be applied. For example, it is possible to specify interdependencies between delta modules stating that certain delta modules have to be applied before the current one through explicit requires relations. During variant derivation, this information is employed to establish a valid application order of delta modules by means of topological sorting before applying all delta modules and executing their delta operations sequentially. Delta modeling has been applied to a number of programming and modeling languages including Java [30] , Class Diagrams [29] , Matlab/Simulink [14] as well as Component Fault Diagrams [36] . In addition, our framework DeltaEcore 6 allows creation of custom delta languages for arbitrary textual or graphical source languages specified as metamodels [38] based on Ecore 7 . Listing 1 shows an example of a delta module to enable the feature Gamepad in a delta language for Java created with DeltaEcore. A requires relation specifies dependency on the class Movement used in the modification process (l. 3). A call to a delta operation creates the class Gamepad (l. 5) and another one sets Movement as super class of Gamepad (l. 11).
Identifiers are employed to reference classes used in this process (ll. [7] [8] . The further creation of implementations for various methods is omitted in this example (l. 13).
//Add dependencies on gamepad driver class library 6 addRequiredLibrary("lib/lwjgl2.8.5/jar/lwjgl.jar"); 7 addRequiredLibrary("lib/lwjgl2.8.5/jar/lwjgl_util.jar"); 8 addRequiredLibrary("lib/lwjgl2.8.5/jar/jinput.jar"); 9 } Listing 2: Example of a (configuration) delta module enabling the feature Gamepad in the Eclipse project setup.
The implementation of the class Gamepad further requires a class library for the gamepad driver to be available on the classpath of the containing Eclipse project. For this purpose, a second delta module modifies the project setup as illustrated in Listing 2 in a dedicated delta language again created with DeltaEcore. A requires relation is established for the modified asset (l. 3) and calls to delta operations to add the required files for the class library to the project setup are specified (ll. 6-8).
As delta modeling is based on transformation, its concepts may be used to perform foreseen modifications as part of configuration as well as, principally, unforeseen changes as part of evolution [30, 8] . Hence, delta modeling as a variability realization mechanism is promising for integrated management of variability in space and time. Furthermore, the approach is suitable to model variability in SPLs as well as in SECOs as it does not depend on a closed variant space. Adding new configuration options can be accomplished by adding new delta modules, which is a discriminating di↵erence to annotational variability mechanisms [31] often used in SPLs. However, no approach has been established on how to incorporate the notion of evolution and di↵erent versions into the variant derivation process.
MANAGING VARIABILITY IN TIME
HFMs and the version-aware constraint language from [37] allow configuration of variants in di↵erent versions within an SPL or SECO on a conceptual level. However, to allow derivation of concrete products of an SPL or SECO, it is further necessary to employ a suitable variability realization mechanism. Due to the characteristics of delta modeling with regard to capturing an evolving open variant space described in Section 2.2, we base our approach on this variability realization mechanism.
The general procedure for coupling feature models with delta modeling is to assign logical expressions over features to each delta module [30] . Upon variant derivation, all delta modules with a logical expression satisfied by the features in a certain configuration are collected and the order in which these delta modules are applied is determined by topological sorting on basis of the application order constraints specified within the delta modules.
When using HFMs instead of common feature models, this procedure di↵ers significantly in two points: 1) Delta modules are assigned to features and versions for the purpose of configuration and evolution respectively. 2) Due to the relation of features and versions specified in the HFM, the application order of delta modules is in part determined by the structure of the HFM. We elaborate on these points in the following sections.
Evolution Delta Modules
HFMs allow modeling of variability in space and time in the form of features and feature versions on a conceptual level. Both types of variability can be captured in realization artifacts using delta modeling [30, 8] . However, there currently is no distinction between delta modules used for configuration (variability in space) and evolution (variability in time). Even though both operations are very similar as they alter the target artifact by adding, modifying or removing elements, they have distinct di↵erences:
1. Intent: A configuration delta module performs changes as part of creating a system variant with the configured functionality whereas an evolution delta module performs changes to meet new or altered requirements.
2. Predictability: A configuration delta module creates an a priori known variant of the system whereas an evolution delta module creates an a priori unknown version of the system.
Expressiveness:
A configuration delta module has an (intentionally) limited expressiveness to perform changes suitable for configuration whereas an evolution delta module has to be expressive enough to alter all parts of a system potentially a↵ected by evolution.
These di↵erences stem from the fact that a configuration delta module is used to enable or disable functionality associated with a certain feature of the SPL or SECO whereas and evolution delta module is used to migrate a feature to a di↵erent revision in order to meet new or changed requirements. The latter may encompass fixing of defects as well as minor changes to functionality that do not alter the identity of a feature with regard to its intended functionality.
Example of configuration delta modules have already been presented in Listing 1 and Listing 2 in Section 2.2. An example of an evolution delta module is depicted in Listing 3, which performs the changes associated with migrating feature Engine from version 1.1 to version Create 1.2. First, the class Engine is renamed to CreateEngine (l. 10). Then, a new super class (again called Engine) is extracted, which includes the definition of the drive(..) method (l. 13). Finally, the newly created class is made abstract (l. 17). We reflect the di↵erence between configuration and evolution delta modules in their specification by using the keywords configuration and evolution as modifiers to the keyword delta as, e.g., in l. 1 of Listing 1 or Listing 3, respectively.
Due to the di↵erent characteristics of configuration and evolution delta modules, it may further be necessary to employ di↵erent delta languages to meet the distinct requirements regarding expressiveness of both types of delta modules. Even though it is the explicit intent of a configuration delta module to change functionality of an asset, delta operations are meant to maintain identity of the altered artifacts [30] . As a consequence, modifying identifiers of an artifact is considered an operation employed solely for evolution. This includes, e.g., changing a class name in Java as it is part of the qualified name identifying the class. Furthermore, refactorings 
are considered evolution operations as they have the explicit intent of not altering functionality and, thus, are not used for configuration such as refactorings to extract methods or super classes in Java source code. Our framework DeltaEcore allows distinction between these two types of delta operations within a single delta language to make evolution operations only available within evolution delta modules. However, the concepts presented in this paper are applicable even if di↵er-ent languages for configuration and evolution delta modules are employed.
Associating Features with Delta Modules
We use the distinction into configuration and evolution delta modules when associating features and feature versions from an HFM with delta modules: Features are only allowed to be associated with configuration delta modules and feature versions only with evolution delta modules.
In the basic case, each feature is associated with one configuration delta module and each feature version with one evolution delta module. However, there are more complex associations. First, it may be necessary to have more than a single delta module per feature or feature version, e.g., if multiple realization assets in di↵erent source languages are a↵ected by the changes each having a separate delta module. Second, it may be necessary to have more complex logical expressions for features and feature versions expressing when they have to be applied, e.g., for changes that should only be performed if two features are used in conjunction. For this case, we allow specification of logical expressions in the same language as used for version-aware constraints that are then associated with a set of configuration or evolution delta modules. For example, the constraint Bump^Infrared [ 2.0] is associated with an evolution delta module performing a migration to ensure compatibility of the Bump sensor and the more recent versions of the Infrared sensor.
This general principle is similar to the application coditions used in standard delta modeling [30] . However, our approach is di↵erent in that it does not specify these conditions explicitly within the delta modules but in a separate association model which can be used more easily as part of configuration knowledge. Figure 3 visualizes the association of features and feature versions with delta modules using an example where feature TurtleBot and its versions are related to a configuration delta module and multiple evolution delta modules. Version 2.0 is associated with multiple delta modules in order to modify assets in di↵erent source languages. In HFMs, versions are perceived as incremental. Hence, each evolution delta module associated with a certain version has to modify the state of an artifact as it appears after all preceding delta modules of the respective development line from the HFM were applied. For example, in the HFM in Figure 2 , the evolution delta module associated with the Gamepad feature at version 2.0 assumes the state of the realization assets as they appear after application of the evolution delta module of version 1.0 of the same feature.
Application Order and Variant Derivation
Establishing the application order of delta modules is a preparation for variant derivation and is performed after a concrete configuration for the respective variant was selected. With an HFM, that means that not only a set of features is selected, but also one particular version per feature. As versions are incremental, predecessor versions of the selected versions have to be selected as well in order to derive a variant with variability in time. Due to the relation of feature versions specified in the HFM, it is possible to determine all relevant versions and to prune those that are irrelevant for application order and variant derivation. For this purpose, we use a two-step process on each selected feature:
1. Prune all branches of the development line that do not contain the selected version.
2. Prune all versions that supersede the selected version. Figure 4 illustrates this procedure on an example where feature TurtleBot is selected at version 2.0 and irrelevant versions are pruned. The remaining versions are arranged linearly along one development line. Hence, for the delta modules associated with the feature and its versions, an application order can be established.
In standard delta modeling [30] , a delta module may specify a dependency on other delta modules by explicitly defining a requires relation. The delta operations of the required delta modules are then applied before those of the requiring delta module. Within our approach, we maintain this explicit dependency mechanism, but further extend it with order information implicitly imposed by the HFM: First, selection of a feature version implies selection of the containing feature. Second, feature versions in an HFM are arranged along development lines in consecutive order of incremental changes to the respective realization assets. Hence, for each version, the order of all predecessor versions can be propagated to the respective associated evolution delta modules.
For this purpose, we introduce implicit requires relations between delta modules associated with features and feature versions of an HFM according to the following rules: a) Delta modules of an initial version require the delta modules of their defining feature.
b) Delta modules of a version require the delta modules of their predecessor version.
The implicit order starts with the configuration module of the feature and lists the evolution delta modules of each version in order of the supersedes relation starting with the evolution delta module(s) of the feature version without predecessor. Hence, the implicit requires relations cause that, for each feature, configuration delta modules are applied before evolution delta modules and that evolution delta modules are applied in the order of the development lines specified in the HFM. However, complex associations with logical expressions of features and feature versions have no direct relation to the HFM and, thus, are not subject to an implicit application order. Instead, dependencies of and on the respective delta modules have to be specified explicitly. An example of the procedure is presented in Figure 5 In the first step, the HFM is pruned of unselected features and feature versions. For exampe, as version Kobuki 1.0 of the feature Engine was selected in the configuration, both version Create 1.2 and Kobuki 1.0 of Figure 2 were pruned as they are on a di↵erent branch than the selected version or are superseding it, respectively.
In the second step, the implicit requires relation is introduced as depicted in Figure 5 . For example, for the feature Engine, first a requires relation from its initial version 1.0 to the feature itself is added. After that, requires relations are added from version 1.1 to its predecessor 1.0 and from version Kobuki 1.0 to 1.1, respectively.
We explicitly do not superimpose an order on the features as the dependencies of the associated configuration delta modules result from the realization assets and are not captured on the conceptual level of a feature model or HFM. Thus, forcing an (arbitrary) order upon the features would be contradictory to the order of delta modules required for realization of the respective changes. If interdependencies for the realization of certain features or their versions exist, they may be expressed as explicit dependencies in the associated delta modules. In the example of Figure 5 , this is the case for the delta modules associated with Autonomous 1.1, which require the delta modules of Movement 1.1.
Finally, the variant derivation mechanism employs the established order of delta modules and applies all delta operations sequentially. The result of this process is a variant of the software family that contains the configured functionality (features) in the selected revisions (feature versions). This mechanism can also be used to perform updates of entire products by selecting a configuration containing similar features but more recent versions and deriving the respective variant. An equivalent procedure may be used to revert a product to a previous revision.
CASE STUDY
We demonstrate the applicability of our approach by means of a case study on the configurable driver software for the TurtleBot domestic robot as introduced in Section 2.1. The driver has been developed over the course of approximately 1.5 years and has undergone multiple evolution cycles that can roughly be grouped into four iterations.
In the first evolution iteration, features Keyboard, Webservice and Infrared were created each at version 1.0. In the second iteration, updates to features Engine, Movement, Webservice, Detection and Infrared were performed resulting in new versions. Furthermore, features Gamepad and Ultrasound were introduced with their respective initial versions. In the third iteration, the driver was altered to accomodate for the new hardware revision of the TurtleBot resulting in version 2.0 of TurtleBot and the version Kobuki 1.0 of Engine. Furthermore, the features Movement, Gamepad and Ultrasound were updated to create versions 1.2, 2.0 and 0.9, respectively. In the fourth iteration, Engine was updated to version Create 1.2 on a separate branch and TurtleBot was updated on two branches to create versions 1.1 and 2.1. Finally, updates were performed on Movement, Autonomous, Infrared and Ultrasound to create the respective most recent versions.
We modeled the TurtleBot driver and its evolution including the modifications on realization assets using the approach presented in this paper. As goal of the case study, we are particularly interested in answering the following three research questions:
RQ1 Is it possible to capture relevant changes for evolution of individual features within evolution delta modules?
RQ2 Is the predefined implicit ordering of delta modules adequate (i.e., helpful and not harmful)?
RQ3 Is it possible to derive variants with variability in space and time esp. for version constellations that are valid but have not been anticipated explicitly?
On a conceptual level, aspects of variability in space and time are those represented in the HFM of Figure 2 in Section 2.1. The realization assets of the driver consist almost exclusively of Java source code. However, the respective files are organized in Eclipse projects, which specify setup information in XML files. This includes dependencies on other projects and required libraries, which are subject to variability in space, depending on the selected features, as well as variability in time when evolving dependencies of assets.
We created a prototypical implementation of the concepts of this paper with a model-based implementation of HFMs and an extension of our framework DeltaEcore [38] . For this purpose, we implemented a model to associate logical expressions of features and feature versions with delta modules. In addition, we introduced the distinction of configuration and evolution delta modules into the delta languages created by DeltaEcore. We further distinguished configuration and evolution delta operations where the latter may exclusively be used in evolution delta modules but not in configuration delta modules. We extended the framework to respect the implicit requires relations stemming from the HFM when collecting and sorting delta modules and implemented a configurator using HFMs in a graphical representation similar to that of Figure 2 .
To handle variability in all a↵ected realization assets, we created delta languages for Java and the XML-based .project and .classpath files of Eclipse using DeltaEcore. Using these languages, we created a total of 46 delta modules out of which 15 were configuration delta modules and 31 were evolution delta modules. The delta operations used for configuration in Java encompassed, among others, adding and removing classes, methods and fields; modifying statement lists within method bodies; as well as toggling the abstract modifier for classes. Those for project configuration consisted of adding and removing dependencies to libraries and other Eclipse projects. Each feature had at least one configuration delta module assigned to it. Most features required only to modify Java source code. However, in order to enable the feature Gamepad, it was necessary to modify Java source code as well as the setup of the underlying Eclipse project to reference the files of a class library containing the gamepad driver. Due to this reason and the di↵erent delta languages required for the source languages, the feature Gamepad is realized in two individual configuration delta modules. The respective delta modules have already been presented in Listing 1 and Listing 2 and were discussed in Section 2.2.
The delta operations used for evolution in Java encompassed, among others, extracting methods, interfaces and super classes; renaming classes, methods and fields; as well as adding and removing parameters and arguments of methods and method calls, respectively. We did not require any dedicated evolution delta operations for altering the project setup in addition to the delta operations already defined for configuration. We assigned at least one individual evolution delta module to each feature version with only one exception: In versions 1.1 and 2.1 of TurtleBot, a defect in the base code for both branches was fixed. To make it available for both branches, two separate versions had to be created in the HFM. However, the performed changes were identical in both cases so that we could reuse the evolution delta module.
For the case of the branching versions Create 1.2 and Kobuki 1.0 of feature TurtleBot, preparatory changes common to both versions as well as migrating changes individual to each version had to be performed. We specified the common changes in a separate evolution delta module that was required by the evolution delta modules of either one of the versions to avoid duplication of calls to delta operations.
Among others, version 2.0 of Gamepad was associated with multiple evolution delta modules as the Java source code was altered and the dependency on the gamepad driver was evolved to use a more recent version of the respective class library.
In addition, there were cases in which a more complex association was necessary. For example, one evolution delta module was created to ensure compatibility when both the Bump sensor and the Infrared sensor at least at version 2.0 are used in conjunction. For this case, the logical expression Bump^Infrared [ 2.0] was associated with an evolution delta module migrating Java code of multiple classes.
The variants created with this procedure consisted of explicitly anticipated version constellations (i.e., those of compatible versions at the end of evolution iterations) as well as unanticipated, yet valid constellations with regard to the HFM and the version-aware constraints (e.g., using Autonomous 1.1 with the more recent Movement 1.2 ). We checked integrity and validity of the created variants through functional tests and manual code inspection which revealed no defects caused by the variant derivation procedure.
With these findings, we were able to answer our initially posed research questions: We were able to express all changes required for evolution of individual features within evolution delta modules (RQ1 ). However, success depends on su cient expressiveness of the employed delta language. We implemented the required delta operations on demand as finding a general procedure to ensure completeness of delta languages with regard to evolution is out of scope of this paper.
The ordering of delta modules imposed by the structure of the HFM was adequate (RQ2 ) as it su ciently captured the dependencies that otherwise would have had to be specified explicitly. Furthermore, as no implicit dependencies of delta modules associated with features were imposed, the ordering did not interfere with dependencies of delta modules specified explicitly due to implementation concerns, which is an orthogonal challenge discussed in detail in [18] .
Finally, it was possible to derive variants with configured functionality (features) as well as revisions (feature versions) for both anticipated and unanticipated valid version constellations (RQ3 ).
RELATED WORK
Variability in time (evolution) in software families is considered an important topic [26, 22, 25, 35] and various taxonomies of changes exist [32, 39, 11] . Yet, there is no integrated approach for SPLs or SECOs to conceptually capture aspects of variability in space and in time, to model the changes associated with them and to derive respective variants. However, there are approaches that can be employed for either one part of this process, which are, thus, related to our work.
In the area of conceptually capturing variability in space and time, the work related closest to ours is feature-driven versioning of Mitschke and Eichberg [24] . They extend each feature of a feature model with two version numbers to signal the revision of the sub branch beneath the feature (feature logical version) and that of the associated realization assets (feature container version). However, there is exactly one of these versions for each feature so that feature versions cannot be used as configurable units.
In addition, as a practical solution, common feature models [17] may be used to model versions as dummy features in an alternative group beneath a particular feature. Moreover, attributed feature models [7] may introduce a feature attribute for versions with all possible versions in the domain of that attribute. However, neither of these approaches can capture the relation of subsequent versions or development branches as the notations do not specify any relation between versions.
There is additional related work in the area of modeling changes associated with variability in space and time. For one, delta modeling [30] , which we use as part of our approach, has been proposed to be used to model variability in time in previous work [8] . Work on refactoring [33] and evolving [15] delta-oriented software families exists, but focusses on modifying the relation of delta modules. Thus, delta modeling has not been used for evolution of realization assets in an integrated approach such as ours.
Furthermore, Ebraert et al. [10] use change-oriented programming (ChOP) to capture modifications on realization assets performed during evolution in change objects. They use information from change objects, such as their interdependencies, to generate a feature model in order to address variability in space [9] . Similarly, Hendrickson and van der Hoek formulate change sets on software architectures [16] and associate them with features by specifying explicit relationships within the change sets. Our approach uses an inverse procedure, employing the more conceptual knowledge of the variability model to propagate implicit requires relations to associated delta modules, which maintains a clear separation between dependencies resulting from conceptual and implementation concerns.
In addition, Keunecke et al. [19] define feature packs as a means of handling variability in SECOs as individual implementation components extended with variability information. However, this imposes a component-based software architecture on the realization assets and is not applicable in general.
Moreover, Rumpe and Weisemöller describe domain-specific model transformation [28] where custom model modification operations are created for a source language given as meta model. Their approach allows to make arbitrary modifications to models, e.g., for variability in space and time. However, it does not make a distinction between the intentions of configuration and evolution and, thus, bears the risk of unintentionally damaging a variant during configuration by applying operations intended for evolution that a↵ect larger parts of the system. The same problems are apparent for general purpose model transformation approaches such as ATL 8 or ETL 9 . Furthermore, aspect-oriented programming [20] may be used to handle configuration and evolution of software families [1, 13, 12] . However, the compositional nature of the approach makes removal of realization assets complicated.
In addition, VML* by Zschaler et al. [40] uses product line techniques to create a family of variability modeling languages where each language of the family targets one particular source notation. The languages are created to o↵er domain-specific transformation operations to model changes associated with variability in space. However, handling variability in time is out of scope of their approach. Furthermore, the Common Variability Language (CVL) aims at extending a source language with mechanisms to model and realize changes associated with variability in space. However, at its current level of development, CVL does not aim at being applicable for the purposes of evolution.
Moreover, FeatureHouse [2] is an approach to create languages to capture changes related to variability. The created languages o↵er operations based on superimposition for the purpose of configuration. However, they cannot be used for evolution due to their compositional nature.
With the aforementioned approaches to modeling changes associated with variability, it is theoretically possible to derive variants of an SPL or SECO. However, neither domainspecific or general purpose model transformation nor aspectoriented programming have a dedicated variant derivation mechanism. ChOP as well as change sets are primarly concerned with handling software evolution and feature packs depend on a component-based software architecture. VML*, CVL and FeatureHouse are intended to derive variants from a software family. However, neither of these approaches includes a specific notion of variability in time so that di↵erent versions of variable assets cannot be made part of variant derivation.
DISCUSSION
Within our work, certain design decisions were made that have an impact on potential application of our approach. First, versions and their respective evolution delta modules are perceived as being incremental to their respective predecessors. Instead, it would have also been possible to design evolution delta modules to be selfsu cient. In that case, each evolution delta module would have to perform all changes to an artifact required to transform the initial version instead of the previous version of the variable asset to the respective version represented by the evolution delta module. However, as evolution rarely completely revokes changes performed in a previous version, this would lead to accumulation of delta operations for all previous versions of an artifact within a single evolution delta module making the approach infeasible for longer evolution histories.
Second, once certain deprecated versions of a feature are no longer supported for configuration, selfsu cient evolution delta modules could simply be removed. With an incremental approach, the transformation operations of the outdated evolution delta modules are still required. However, the work of Schulze et al. on refactoring delta modules [33] demonstrates how the calls to delta operations of delta modules could be merged. This procedure could be used to merge delta operations of deprecated evolution delta modules into still supported evolution delta modules so that the prior could be removed. However, this challenge is out of scope of this paper.
Third, we focus on evolution of individual variable assets as our previous work determined this as very common in evolution especially of SECOs [34] . Hence, our approach is useful when deriving variants with variability in space and time resulting from individual evolution of variable as-sets and their interdependencies. However, evolution of the configuration knowledge is only supported as long as the configuration space is maintained (refactoring) or extended (generalization), e.g., through new versions or optional features. Evolution of the configuration knowledge that reduces the variant space (specialization), e.g., by adding mandatory features or removing features, is not supported.
Fourth, expressing all changes performed during evolution as delta modules may require extensive e↵ort when performed manually. To remedy this problem, we suggest two approaches: For one, it may be possible to analyze information of source code management repositories, such as SVN 10 or GIT 11 , to retroactively mine information for evolution delta modules. Furthermore, it would also be possible to proactively capture the information for evolution delta modules by providing a recorder mechanism in the tools used to alter realization artifacts, which logs the performed changes in an evolution delta module instead of applying them directly.
In either case, management of variability in time in addition to variability in space introduces a significant level of complexity to the development process. In some cases, it may be possible to reduce or alleviate the need for management of variability in time by a strict release management, e.g., by only allowing complete update of all features in a product simultaneously. However, in some SPLs and especially SECOs, it is necessary to include variability in time into the configuration process, e.g., when di↵erent vendors are developing variable artifacts independently and customers are configuring products autonomously. In these cases, our approach aids in representing and handling configuration and evolution in software families by incorporating aspects of both variability in space and time in derived variants.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented an integrated approach to manage variability in space and time in software families. We elaborated on Hyper Feature Models (HFMs) as suitable variability models and established the general suitability of delta modeling as variability realization mechanism for our purposes. We introduced an explicit distinction of configuration and evolution delta modules to perform changes related to enabling or disabling functionality on the one hand and meeting changed requirements or fixing defects on the other hand. We associated features and feature versions of an HFM (or logical expressions thereof) with configuration and evolution delta modules. We further demonstrated how to derive an implicit order of features and feature versions from an HFM and how to propagate it to the associated delta modules. With these contributions, it is possible to select a configuration of features and feature versions from an HFM, to determine the associated delta modules and to compute a suitable application order. As a result, it is possible to derive variants of an SPL or SECO containing aspects of variability in space and time in the form of configured functionality (features) at specific revisions (feature versions).
In our future work, we will investigate the possibilities of applying evolution delta modules on other delta modules creating higher order evolution delta modules. This might be of interest, e.g., if fixes of defects are to be applied to multiple versions on di↵erent branches simultanously and after the versions have been released. Furthermore, we will explore possibilities of extending our approach to specialization scenarios [39] , where configuration options are reduced, by defining evolution delta modules for feature models. In addition, we will extend the type system of DeltaJava to evolution delta modules to enable consistency checking of the derived variants [3] . Finally, we plan on determining practical usability of our approach within a user study on an industrial-scale scenario.
